The only paver that checks all the boxes.
What makes a quality paving stone?

✔️ **Superior Strength**

HD² is like anti-aging for paving stones. Its higher particles per square inch dramatically decreases the stone’s absorption levels, and a stone that retains less water is less vulnerable to the elements. That means freeze-thaw and acid rain won’t affect or degrade HD² paving stone’s integrity.

This patent pending process makes HD² products up to 1.5 times stronger than industry standard of 8000 psi (ASTM C936). What’s more, these paving stones are packed with ingredients earning them a spot at the top of the Mohs hardness scale. That means the mix of high-quality coarse and fine grain aggregates reinforces the integrity of this patent pending fusion technology. Its resistance to flexion and compression ensures no crumbling.

✔️ **Durability**

Who says good looks can’t last?

HD² is like anti-aging for paving stones. Its higher particles per square inch dramatically decreases the stone’s absorption levels, and a stone that retains less water is less vulnerable to the elements. That means freeze-thaw and acid rain won’t affect or degrade HD² paving stone’s integrity.

Patent pending HD² fusion technology

The manufacturing process fuses two concrete recipes that, when combined, form one entity to create the optimal paving stone.

Borealis HD² Slab in Smoked Pine
Ultra-detailed Texture

Ready for a close-up?

Look closely, move in and admire that hyper-smooth finish. HD² is always close-up ready. Boasting higher particles per square inch, this technology leads to a tighter surface with less pores. HD² translates into finishes that are always ultra-detailed and refined for the smoothest smooth and intricate textures that you can feel with your eyes.

Our game-changing HD² collection offers a range of precision textures that mirror Mother Nature, evoking inspiration for your landscaping transformations.

Vibrant Color

Natural stones, you’ve met your match.

With dazzling color distribution, vibrancy, higher pigment content and subtle hues, the HD² patent pending process ensures rich, authentic color blends.

What’s more, HD² has thermodynamically stabilized pigments that ensure resistance to UV rays, chemicals and extreme temperatures. Head turning colors whose vibrancy stands the test of time!
• DE-ICING SALT RESISTANT
• STRENGTH & DURABILITY
• TRANSFERABLE LIFETIME WARRANTY
• COLOR THROUGH & THROUGH

TOLL FREE:
1.877.832.4625
WWW.TECHO-BLOC.COM
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